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Abstract

We present SPARC: Simulation Package for Ab-initio Real-space Calculations. SPARC
can perform Kohn-Sham density functional theory calculations for isolated systems such
as molecules as well as extended systems such as crystals and surfaces, in both static and
dynamic settings. It is straightforward to install/use and highly competitive with state-
of-the-art planewave codes, demonstrating comparable performance on a small number of
processors and increasing advantages as the number of processors grows. Notably, SPARC
brings solution times down to a few seconds for systems with O(100− 500) atoms on large-
scale parallel computers, outperforming planewave counterparts by an order of magnitude
and more.
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1. Motivation and significance

Over the course of the past few decades, quantum mechanical calculations based on
Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT) [1, 2] have become a cornerstone of materials
research by virtue of the predictive power and fundamental insights they provide. The
widespread use of the methodology can be attributed to its generality, simplicity, and high
accuracy-to-cost ratio relative to other such ab initio approaches [3, 4]. However, while
less expensive than wavefunction based methods, the solution of the Kohn-Sham equations
remains a formidable task. In particular, the computational cost scales cubically with the
number of atoms, severely limiting the range of physical systems accessible to such first
principles investigation. These limitations become even more acute in quantum molecular
dynamics (QMD) simulations, wherein the equations for the electronic ground state may be
solved tens or hundreds of thousands of times to reach time scales relevant to phenomena of
interest [3].

The planewave pseudopotential method [5] has been among the most widely used tech-
niques for the solution of the Kohn-Sham problem [6–13]. The underlying Fourier basis is
complete, orthonormal, diagonalizes the Laplacian, and provides spectral convergence for
smooth problems. As a result, the planewave method is accurate, simple to use since it relies
on a single convergence parameter, and highly efficient on moderate computational resources
with the use of well optimized Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) and efficient preconditioning
schemes. However, the Fourier basis restricts the method to periodic boundary conditions,
whereby finite systems such as clusters and molecules, as well as semi-infinite systems such
as surfaces and nanowires, require the introduction of artificial periodicity with large vac-
uum regions. This limitation also necessitates the introduction of an unphysical neutralizing
background density when treating charged systems in order to avoid Coulomb divergences.
Moreover, the global nature of the Fourier basis hampers scalability on parallel computing
platforms and complicates the development of linear-scaling methods [14–16], limiting the
system sizes and time scales accessible.

The limitations of the planewave method have motivated the development of a num-
ber of alternative solution strategies employing systematically improvable, localized repre-
sentations [17–37]. Among these, perhaps the most mature and widely used to date are
the finite-difference methods [38, 39], wherein computational locality is maximized by dis-
cretizing all quantities of interest on a uniform real-space grid. As a result, convergence is
controlled by a single parameter and both periodic and Dirichlet boundary conditions are
naturally accommodated, thus enabling the efficient and accurate treatment of finite, semi-
infinite, bulk, and charged systems alike. Moreover, real-space methods are amenable to
the development of linear scaling methods, and large-scale parallel computational resources
can be efficiently leveraged by virtue of the method’s simplicity, locality, and freedom from
communication-intensive transforms such as FFTs [22, 33, 40–42]. With these and other ad-
vances, real-space methods have been applied to systems containing thousands of atoms, and
have demonstrated substantially reduced solution times compared to established planewave
codes in applications to both finite [43] and extended [34] systems.

However, despite the significant advantages afforded by real-space methods, the planewave
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method has remained the method of choice in practice for the better part of the past two
decades. This is largely due to the ease of use, extensive feature sets, established accu-
racy/robustness, and straightforward installation of the associated codes, having been in de-
velopment and production for a longer period of time. Perhaps most importantly, however,
planewave codes have typically yielded shorter times to solution using moderate computa-
tional resources, as most widely available to researchers in practice [34, 43]. Moreover, even
with access to larger-scale machines, real-space codes have not always yielded shorter times
to solution, further hindering wider adoption in practice.

In this work, we present an open-source software package for the accurate, efficient, and
scalable solution of the Kohn-Sham equations, referred to as SPARC. The package is straight-
forward to install/use and highly competitive with state-of-the-art planewave codes, demon-
strating comparable performance on a small number of processors and order-of-magnitude
advantages as the number of processors increases.

2. Software description

The central focus of SPARC is the accurate and efficient solution of the finite-temperature
Kohn-Sham equations for the electronic ground state [1, 2, 44]:

(
Hσ ≡ − 1

2
∇2 + V σ

eff

[
ρα, ρβ; R

])
ψσn = λσnψ

σ
n , n = 1, 2, . . . , Nσ

s , σ ∈ {α, β} , (1)

where the superscript σ denotes the spin, i.e., spin-up or spin-down, Hσ is the Hamiltonian,
ψσn are the orthonormal orbitals with energies λσn, V σ

eff is the effective potential, Nσ
s is the

number of states, and R denotes the set of atomic positions. In addition, ρσ represents the
spin-resolved electron density:

ρσ(x) =

Nσ
s∑

n=1

gσn|ψσn(x)|2 , σ ∈ {α, β} , x ∈ R3 , (2)

where gσn are the orbital occupations, typically given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. In
implementations of the above equations, once a suitable fundamental domain/unit cell has
been identified, zero Dirichlet or Bloch-periodic boundary conditions are prescribed on the
orbitals along the directions in which the system is finite or extended, respectively.

2.1. Software Architecture

SPARC employs the pseudopotential approximation [5] to facilitate the efficient solution
of the Kohn-Sham equations for the whole of the periodic table of elements. In addition, it
employs a local real-space formulation of the electrostatics [45, 46], wherein the electrostatic
potential — component of V σ

eff that is the sum of ionic and Hartree contributions — is given by
the solution of a Poisson problem, with Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions prescribed
along directions in which the system is finite or extended, respectively. In this framework,
SPARC performs a uniform real-space discretization of the equations, using a high-order
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centered finite-difference approximation for differential operators and the trapezoidal rule
for integral operators. The actual code is written in the C language and achieves parallelism
through the message passing interface (MPI) [47]. An overview of the SPARC framework for
performing Kohn-Sham DFT calculations is shown in Fig. 1.

SPARC can perform single-point calculations, structural relaxations (atom and/or cell),
and QMD simulations. For single-point calculations, the electronic ground state is de-
termined for fixed ionic positions and cell dimensions, whereas for structural relaxations,
positions and/or cell dimensions are varied to minimize the Kohn-Sham energy using the
Hellmann-Feynman atomic forces [34, 43] and/or stress tensor [48]. For QMD, the ionic
positions, velocities, and accelerations are evolved by integrating the equations of motion,
with or without a thermostat, using the atomic forces. In all cases, the calculations can be
either spin-polarized or unpolarized, with various choices of local and semilocal exchange-
correlation functionals.

SPARC requires two input files for every calculation: (i) a .inpt file containing the
options and parameters to be used in the calculation, including the choice of exchange-
correlation functional, flag for spin-polarization, type of static/dynamic calculation, ionic
temperature in the case of QMD, cell dimensions, boundary condition in each direction,
and finite-difference grid specification; and (ii) a .ion file containing information on the
atomic configuration, including atom types, positions, and paths to corresponding pseu-
dopotential files. Note that, in order to enable detailed control of the simulation, a large
number of parameters and options can be specified, as described in the accompanying user
guide. However, by virtue of carefully chosen defaults, relatively few parameters typically
need be specified in practice. Note also that, since all files are simple, human-readable text,
series of simulations are readily scripted. A Python package containing helper functions for
generating input files and submitting simulations is also available.

The Kohn-Sham problem for the electronic ground state needs to be solved for every
configuration of atoms encountered during the DFT simulation. In SPARC, this is achieved
using the self-consistent field (SCF) method [5], which represents a fixed-point iteration with
respect to either the electron density or potential. For the first SCF iteration in the simula-
tion, a superposition of isolated atom electron densities is used as the initial guess, whereas
for every subsequent atomic configuration encountered, extrapolation based on solutions to
previous configurations is employed [49]. The convergence of the SCF iteration is accelerated
using the restarted variant [50] of the Periodic Pulay mixing scheme [51] with a real-space
preconditioner [52]. In the case of spin-polarized calculations, mixing is performed simulta-
neously on both components, i.e., on a vector of twice the original length containing both
spin-up and spin-down density/potential components.

In each SCF iteration, SPARC performs a partial diagonalization (i.e., eigenvalues and
eigenvectors calculated approximately) of the linear eigenproblem using the CheFSI method
[53, 54], with multiple Chebyshev filtering steps performed in the first iteration of the sim-
ulation [55]. The Hamiltonian-matrix/vector products are performed in matrix-free fashion,
using the finite-difference stencil for the Laplacian and the outer product nature of the non-
local pseudopotential operator. While doing so, zero-Dirichlet or Bloch-periodic boundary
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Input: initial configuration of nuclei R,
domain Ω, ionic temperature (QMD)

Guess for ρσ(x) distributed
in Cartesian topology

Calculate V σeff

[
ρα, ρβ ;R

]

in Cartesian topology

Redistribute V σeff

[
ρα, ρβ ;R

]

across eigensolver topology

Solve linearized eigenvalue problems
Hσψσn = λσnψ

σ
n

in eigensolver topology

Evaluate ρσ(x) in
eigensolver topology

Redistribute ρσ(x) across
Cartesian topology

Self-consistent?

Mixing in
Cartesian topology

Calculate electronic ground-state
properties, e.g., ρσ(x), free energy,

forces, and stress

Optimized?

Update R, Ω

t ≥ tmax?

Update R
t = t+ ∆t

Output: properties

no

yes

Single point

Structural

relaxation

no

yes

Molecular

dynamics

no

yes

SCF

Figure 1: Overview of the SPARC framework for performing Kohn-Sham DFT calculations. The Cartesian
topology is formed by embedding a three-dimensional processor grid into the MPI COMM WORLD communi-
cator. The eigensolver topology is a collection of smaller Cartesian topologies, created by first splitting
the MPI COMM WORLD communicator into multiple spin groups, then splitting each spin group into multiple
Brillouin zone integration groups, then splitting each Brillouin zone integration group into multiple band
groups, and finally, embedding each band group with a Cartesian topology.
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conditions are prescribed on the orbitals along directions in which the system is finite or
extended, respectively. In calculating the effective potential, the Poisson problem for the
electrostatic potential is solved using the AAR method [56, 57], with Laplacian-vector prod-
ucts again performed in matrix-free fashion using the finite-difference stencil. While doing so,
Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions are prescribed on the electrostatic potential along
directions in which the system is finite or extended, respectively. In particular, Dirichlet val-
ues are determined using a multipole expansion for isolated systems and a dipole correction
for surfaces and nanowires [58, 59].

In SPARC, information pertaining to the overall DFT simulation is written to the .out

file, including progression of the SCF iteration, electronic ground state energy, maximum
atomic force, maximum stress, and various timings. Based on the type of calculation, a
.static, .geopt, or .aimd file may also be written. The .static file contains informa-
tion about the single-point calculation, including atom positions, electronic ground state
energy, forces, and stress tensor. The .geopt file contains information about the struc-
tural relaxation, including (i) atom positions, electronic ground state energy, and forces
(atomic relaxation), and (ii) cell information and stress tensor (cell relaxation). The .aimd

file contains information about the QMD simulation, including atom positions, forces, and
velocities. To seamlessly continue from a previously stopped simulation, a .restart file is
written for structural relaxation and QMD calculations. SPARC provides other outputs if
specified as well, e.g., a .eigen file containing eigenvalues and occupations and .dens file
containing the charge density.

2.2. Software Functionalities

The current version of SPARC is capable of performing spin-polarized and unpolarized ab
initio calculations based on Kohn-Sham DFT for isolated systems such as molecules as well
as extended systems such as crystals, surfaces, and nanowires, in both static and dynamic
settings. Specifically, it can perform single-point calculations for a given atomic configura-
tion, structural relaxations with respect to atom positions and/or cell dimensions [60–63],
and NVE/NVT/NVK QMD simulations [64–66]. Available exchange-correlation functionals
include various forms of LDA [67, 68] and GGA [69–71]. Types of pseudopotentials employed
are ONCV [72] and Troullier-Martin [73], both in psp8 format [8]. Over the course of simu-
lations, in addition to electronic density and free energy, SPARC can calculate atomic forces,
pressure, and the stress tensor for extended systems. The outputs from such DFT calcula-
tions can be used to calculate a number of properties, including lattice constant, cohesive
energy, polarization, elastic moduli, density of states, electronic band structure, pair distri-
bution function, equations of state, shear viscosity, defect energy, surface energy, absorption
energy, equilibrium bond lengths, HOMO-LUMO gap, and dipole moment.

3. Illustrative Examples

We now demonstrate the major functionalities of SPARC through examples representa-
tive of physical applications. Specifically, we consider (i) 200-atom NVT QMD simulation
for liquid Al88Si12 alloy at 973 K, with LDA and Γ-point for Brillouin zone integration; (ii)
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structural atomic relaxation for a 52-atom system modeling a NH3 adsorbate on a (110) TiO2

surface with GGA and 4×4 grid for Brillouin zone integration; (iii) structural cell relaxation
for a 102-atom MoS2 nanotube of diameter 3 nm with GGA and 10 points for Brillouin zone
integration; (iv) single-point calculation of a 55-atom icosahedral Co nanoparticle with GGA
and spin polarization; and (v) single-point calculations for a 74-system test suite containing
isolated systems such as clusters and molecules as well as extended systems such as crystals,
surfaces, and nanowires, ranging from 2 to 204 atoms, encompassing 48 different chemical
elements and spin-polarized as well as unpolarized calculations.

We employ the Perdew-Zunger parametrization for LDA [67], PBE variant for GGA [69],
and ONCV pseudopotentials [72, 74]. We choose mesh-sizes of 0.55, 0.24, 0.20, 0.35, and 0.18
Bohr for the Al88Si12, TiO2, MoS2, Co, and test suite examples, respectively. We present the
results in Fig. 2 (illustrations using VESTA [75]) and compare them to established planewave
codes Quantum Espresso (QE) [9] and ABINIT [8], as well results from the literature [76, 77].
It is clear that there is excellent agreement between SPARC and established planewave codes.
In particular, the average difference in energy from highly converged ABINIT calculations
obtained with planewave cutoff 100 Ha for the 74-system test suite is ∼ 2.5×10−5 Ha/atom,
substantially smaller than required in typical applications. Indeed, the agreement is further
increased as the discretization is refined in SPARC. Overall, these examples demonstrate
the capability of SPARC to obtain highly accurate results for a broad range of system
compositions, configurations, and dimensionalities.

4. Impact

Kohn-Sham DFT simulations occupy a large fraction of high-performance computing
resources around the world every day [78, 79], a consequence of the unique insights and
robust predictions they have been shown to provide. The majority of these calculations are
performed using established planewave codes [6–10, 13]. Therefore, any new implementation
that is able to consistently outperform these state-of-the-art DFT codes, thereby enabling
the ab initio investigation of larger length and time scales than previously accessible, with
the accuracy required, stands to have significant and immediate impact. This is particularly
true of a code like SPARC that is open-source with minimal dependencies so that it can be
easily installed on computers large and small around the world.

Accordingly, we compare the accuracy and efficiency of SPARC to Quantum Espresso
(QE) [9], an established state-of-the-art planewave DFT code. We employ the same pseu-
dopotentials [72, 74] and exchange-correlation functionals [67, 69] in both codes. Results and
computational parameters for the study, containing a wide range of system sizes, are shown
in Fig. 3. It is clear that SPARC demonstrates comparable performance to QE on a small
number of processors and increasing advantages as the number of processors grows. In par-
ticular, SPARC brings solution times down to a few seconds for systems with O(100− 500)
atoms on large-scale parallel computers, outperforming QE by more than an order of magni-
tude. Furthermore, SPARC achieves QMD step times of just over 20 seconds for the largest
systems containing more than a thousand atoms, achieved on only 312 cores for Al1372. For
such systems and larger, the ability of SPARC to efficiently scale to many thousands of
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Co55 cluster

MoS2 nanotube

Al-Si alloy
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-2.30698
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0.40
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1.20

0.00
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0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

TiO2 w/ NH3 adsorbate

Magnetic moment (µB)

SPARC : 105

QE : 105

Singh et. al. : 105

Final energy (Ha/atom)

SPARC : −27.8652

QE : −27.8653

Test suite
Reference results: ABINIT Reference results: ABINIT

Figure 2: Examples demonstrating the major functionalities of SPARC.

processors and more is currently limited by the subspace diagonalization step performed in
each SCF iteration, which due to its cubic scaling and limited parallel scalability takes a
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larger fraction of wall time as the system size grows.

SPARC
QE

Al256

29×

SPARC
QE

C216

30×

• Systems: Bulk Al256 and C216, with atoms
randomly perturbed.

• Exchange-correlation: LDA.

• Brillouin zone integration: Γ-point.

• Type of calculation: Single point.

• Discretization: 0.33 Bohr (C216), 0.77 Bohr
(Al256) in SPARC, and 31 Ha (C216), 8.5 Ha
(Al256) in QE.

• Parameters: Optimized for each system and
code.

• Accuracy: ∼ 2× 10−4 Ha/atom in energy,
and ∼ 2× 10−3 Ha/Bohr in force.

Al500 C512

#cores wall time (s) #cores wall time (s)

30 17.7 80 59.2

150 5.61 150 35.4

450 4.69 300 22.5

900 3.45 600 15.1

1800 2.88 1200 10.9

Al1372 He2000

#cores wall time (s) #cores wall time (s)

24 112.3 275 52.2

48 60.3 550 36.4

96 38.7 1100 27.6

192 27.9 2200 25.4

312 21.7 4400 22.6

Reference results: ABINIT

• Systems: 24-system test suite, ranging from
2 atoms to 66 atoms.

• Exchange-correlation: LDA/GGA.

• Brillouin zone integration: System dependent.

• Type of calculation: Single point.

• Discretization: 0.24 Bohr in SPARC and 55 Ha
in QE.

• Parameters: Default in each code.

• Accuracy: ∼ 1× 10−4 Ha/atom in energy
(average).

• CPU cores: 1 to 336.

• Systems: Al500 (1120 K), C512 (315.8 K),
Al1372 (1120 K), and He2000 (2400 K).

• Exchange-correlation: LDA.

• Brillouin zone integration: Γ-point.

• Type of calculation: QMD step with timestep
1 fs (Al500, Al1372), 1.5 fs (C512), and 0.2 fs
(He2000).

• Discretization: 0.77 Bohr (Al500, Al1372),
0.31 Bohr (C512), and 0.4 Bohr (He2000).

• Parameters: Optimized.

• Accuracy: ∼ 1× 10−3 Ha/Bohr in force.

: QE fails to converge (not included in linear fit)

QE data: Stephen Weitzner

Figure 3: Examples demonstrating the performance of SPARC.

Going forward, we plan to first implement a structure-adapted eigensolver in SPARC to
push back the cubic-scaling bottleneck, and then the DDBP method [24] to enable strong
scaling of SPARC to still larger numbers of processors, bringing down time to solution
still further. The DDBP method will also enable efficient DFT calculations with hybrid
functionals and the linear-scaling Spectral Quadrature (SQ) method [42, 80], which will
be implemented subsequently. In order to enable the effective use of exascale computing
platforms, a parallel engine for SPARC that enables highly efficient distributed memory
communication and offloading to GPUs will be completed. Moreover, machine-learning
methods will be explored to improve efficiency still further. Along with these developments,
we plan to implement cyclic and helical symmetry-adapted DFT formulations that allow
for the highly efficient study of associated mechanical deformations as well as systems with
such symmetries [81–83]; and a coarse-grained DFT formulation that enables the study of
crystal defects at realistic concentrations [84]. Indeed, many of these developments will be
accelerated by using the M-SPARC code [85]—same structure, algorithms, input, and output
as SPARC—for rapid prototyping.
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SPARC and its variants are currently being used by multiple research groups. Moving
forward, the user base is expected to grow, given the current open-source distribution, sim-
plicity of installation and use, high accuracy, and ability to reach larger length and time
scales than current state-of-the-art planewave codes. The impact thus stands to be both
broad and substantial.

5. Conclusions

SPARC has now become a mature code for performing real-space Kohn-Sham DFT cal-
culations, prompting its open-source release with this publication. Currently, it can per-
form pseudopotential spin-polarized and unpolarized simulations for isolated systems such as
molecules and clusters as well as extended systems such as crystals, surfaces, and nanowires,
in both static and dynamic settings. SPARC is not only highly accurate, but also highly
competitive with established state-of-the-art planewave codes on modest computational re-
sources, with increasing advantages as the number of processors increases. In particular,
SPARC efficiently scales to thousands of processors, bringing solution times for moderate-
sized systems consisting of O(100 − 500) atoms to within a few seconds, making it an at-
tractive choice for QMD simulations in particular. Given its superior scalability, and ability
to incorporate attractive features such as linear scaling methods and variety of boundary
conditions, SPARC has the potential to enable a number of new and exciting applications
in science and engineering that were previously beyond reach.
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